Good morning Year 6,

I hope you all had a good day yesterday. It looks like the
sun is having a little break; don’t think I’ll be doing my daily exercise
outside today.

Here is what we would like you to complete today:


Maths – Please
complete Set A: Puzzle in your CPG book. Once you think you have reached the
answer mark your work using the answers at the back of the book.

Well done to those who have logged on to MY
Maths and had a go at the tasks set. You should all have your My Maths login in
details (they were delivered with the most recent home learning packs). We
would like you to log on and have a go at some of the tasks set. If you can’t
find your login details please email us and we will forward them over to you.


Reading
comprehension – After the SPAG section in your Classroom secrets home
learning booklet there is a picture. Discuss the picture with someone in your house:

What can you see? What do you think the
picture represents and why? Then answer questions 1-6 in one of your

exercise books (we will complete question 7-12
tomorrow). Remember you have the answer booklet to mark your work once
you have finished.


Writing
Task – Today we would like you to finish the story you started yesterday
and then once you have finished edit your work using purple pen. Did you give
your story a title? If not try and come up with one as you will need it for a
task tomorrow.


Online
programmes – You have access to Spag.com, TT Rockstars, Spelling Shed and
My Maths, log on and use them daily. You were given all your log in details in
the packs sent home but if you have any issues with log in details or passwords
please contact us and we will try our best to resolve it for you.


SPAG –
After the maths section in the classroom secrets home learning pack complete
the two pages on ‘using the passive verb’ this can be completed directly on the
sheet or you can complete the task in one of your exercise books.

Remember to plan in some breaks and to be active throughout
the day. Just a reminder that these are suggested activities and you can decide
how many to complete throughout the day.

Miss Jennings and Miss Hewitt

